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�t is thus seen that with the heavy oil, steam can be got uP I quires time ; a�d the same is true of putr�f�c�ion itself. And I ;elations and the attempted study of the essential nature 

in about the same time as with coal; the combustion of the, as the ferment can only [1ct so long as its atoms [1re in mO- 1 of things. 
oil is not specially difficult to control; and that the consump· tion, so its power of exciting ierment[11ion must cease as soon It says you may find out the how of existence by expori 
tion of o il, as compared with that of coal, is only about one [\s its own decomposition is complete, and not bef0re. Hence I ence [1nd observation, but from the nature of the case it is 
half by weight. a given weight of ferment can only cause the fermentation of i impossible for the human mind to determine the why. You 

• t"!'" b) 

It is stated that the fire brick used to line the furnace suf- a limited quantity of sugar, or of any other fermentable com· 

I 
may perceive and classify phenomena, but the ultimate under

fered s everely from the intense heat, but the effect upon the pound." lying causes you can never know because the human mind IS 
tubes, c., of the engine do not seem to have been yet noted. On the other hand the views of Pasteur on iermentation are inc[1pable of forming any conception of such causes. You 

These experiments do not give much encouragement that as follows: may see and feel the effects of wh[1t is c[111ed matter by the 
liquid fuel will ever be adopted except in special cases. The "The chemical process of fermentation is essentially a manifestation through it of what is called force, but both 
price of such fuel could not be kept at its present figure were phenomenon of life; it begins and ends with it; an alcoholic: matter and force are merely names for the unknown and the 
it in general ,lemand for this purpose, and therefore its use I fermentation witllOut simultaneous organization, growth, and I» bsolut.ely unknowable. That these categories of existence 
would not probably result in any economy over that of the development, that is, without continuous life, is impossible." are unknowable cannot, of course, be inferred from any know 1-
best coal. He regards fermentation as a chemical process accompanied edge of matter and force, since these are unknown; but from 

----- .... _ COo by a physiological one; the duration of life of the ferment the constitution of the human mind, which cannot conceive 
THE ECONOMY OF STEAM ENGINES. limits the splitting up of the atoms of sugar. Liebig says the ultim[1te C[1uses which these categories, matter aml force 

that there is nothing new in this view of the process. It was include. 
Many persons, using steam engines, fail to appreciate the fully understood and expl[1ined by him in his chemical let. Hence it concludes that human study and knowledge must 

value of inventions designed to produce economy of fuel. It tel'S twenty years ago, and then, as now, he did not. care to lie wholly this side of m[1tter and force; must concern itself 
is true that sanguine inventors and uuscrupulous agents of adopt it. wholly with relations, manifestations, or phenomena; while 
stock companies often promise savings that cannot be real· The action of ferments on fermentable bodios, says Lie big, tho nmt7nena, the ultimate causes, must remain a sealed book 
ized in practice, but no one should condemn, wholesale, all is analogous to that of heat on organic substances. Their de. Now as all phenomena lll[1Y be made the subject of de
devices of this character, because from lack of judgment he composition at high tempemture is always the result of a monstration it follows logically that this test must be de· 
bas been once deceived. Neither should he reject offered as· change in the position of their atoms. Acetic acid is con- manded by all thinkers of this school, for the establishment 
sistance because the promised savin irS are ridiculously large. d b ' I f' '1 h ji t" b f . t' II bl � verte y heat into carbonic acid and acetone, Just as sugar is 0 a, t e acts 0 SCience, 0 ore any III erences are a owa e. 
All matters of this character should be decided on th'lir mer- split up' by yeast into carbonic acid and alcohol; the carbonic Before reasoning from an asserted phenomenon, it demands 
its. Some may be valuable though overrated. acid resulting from the decomposition of the acetic acid con- to know the existence of the phenomenon. 

The coal bills of a steam engine foot up rapidly, and a very t[1ins two thirds of the oxygen, and the acetone all of the hy- 'rhe positive philosophy maintains that whatever conflicts 
s mall percentage of saving will pay for a great many im- drogon, in the same way as the carbonic acid of the fePlllenta- with our direct perception of relations cannot be admitted as 
provements. It is easy to show that it is true economy to. tion of sug[1r includes two thirds of the oxygen, while the true; as to conceive anything is to perceive clearly the rela
sell an old steam engine for scrap iron and purchase an alcohol contains all of the hydrogen. tiona it bears to other things, and the relations of its parts 
improved engine at full market rates rather than pay for the 'rhe formation and increase of the yeast plant is dependent to e[1c11 other. 'rhus no man cr.n believe at one o'clock 
extra coal required by the former. For instance, there are upon the presence and absorption of nutritious matter that that at three o'clock it will be two hours earlier than at one 
f6w engines working of the old style, regulating by the develops the living organism; but in the process of fennen. o'clock; this conflicts with his direct perception of relations. 
throttle valve, that furnish an indicated horse power for four I .. . . . bl d I "  Id b tation t lere is an action independent of, and outside of, any Such a ;Pl"OpOSltIOn IS lllconceiva e, an t lere10re wuu e 
and one half pounds'bf coal per hour. This is equivalent to products that the living organism can D$sirnilato. The vital rejected as false by allY sane mind. 
say five pounds p?-r honr for each net or effective horse power. operation and the chemical action are evidently two phenom- But while the positive philosophy insists that fundamental 
An engine developing ei!!ht.y net horse power would then h '  h '  d d f 1, 11 b d d ( I t' h I � ena, t at III t 811' interpretation ought to be consi ere sepa· acts sua e emonstrate we use t Ie term no III t e mat 1-
require (BOX 5X 10=) 4,000 pounds of coal per day, or say mtoly. ematical sense) it does not oxclude inferences from fa�ts, or 
4,200 including banked fires at  night. This for a year, or To the opinion of Pasteur that the decomposition of sngar deny that there may be causes antecedent to all facts; it only 
300 working days, would equal (4,200X300+2,OOO=) 630 in the process of fermentation rests upon the formation and denies the mp[1city of the mind to deal with such causes. 
tuns per year, which would cost, in many localities, upwads growth of the ceUs of the yeast plant,is opposed the fact that Fin[111y, it makes a distinction between belief in 1he sense 
of four thousand dollars. Now, a new enrrine, with cut off '1 d . 1 . 11 h . ' d" l  1 d d k id � yea.st WI 1 pro uce fermentation in a pure solution of sngar; 111 W lIC teteI'm IS mos, or 1l1[11'1 y emp oye ,an IWID e ge, 
adjusted automatically by th e governor, of a size capable of and [1S yeast consists in the main of [1 substance rich in nitro- but upon this point we cannot do better than to quote from 
furnishing economically eighty net horse power, costs from gen and sulphur, also containing considemble quantity of the thiru lecture of Prof. Fiske: 
$4,000 to "'4,500. So it is safe to say that en cines c)nstructed , h . h' h h . . . 'I' .. salts of phosphates, it is difficult to comprehend how, in tlle " h necessary trut IS one of w lC t e negatIOn IS lllcon-
with no regard for economy, require yearly, for fuel alone, an absence of boch of these constituents in the sugar, the growth ceival)le after aU disturbing conditions have been elimnated. 
expenditure of money equal,to the first cost of a new en· of the plant cells can be promoted; and it would bl) equally " A belief of which the negation is inconceivable is neces
gine. This would be true, also, in many places where fuel difficult to explain how the beer ye::tst exerts the same decom- sarily true, within the limits of human intelligence. is cheap, if the original cost of the new engine were reduced posing action upon numerous other bodies as upon sugar. ,. This tost of inconceivability is the only ultimate test of 
by the sale of the old one, even for serap iro!!. Liebig has canied o n  an cldensiv-c series of researches in truth which philosophy can accept as valid. 

From the above, then, it is evident that if the new engine order to determine the [1ction of yeast upon [1 great variety of " TIy a singular freak of language, we use the word belirj" 
Baves only ten per cent of the fuel, this saving is continually substances, and he also cites �he labors of the .best chemists to designate both the least persistent [1nd the most persistent 
paylng ten per cent interest on the cost of the engine, while of Europe to show thAt his views of the action of <y8!1st [1nd coherence among onr states of con�ciousncss-to describe our 
the work is being done the same as befere. This is as good leaven to produce fermentation is f ounded upon scientific state of mind with refcrence both to those propositions of the 
as most investments; but when it is considered that any en· principles, while the expIanation of Pastenr is wauting in truth of which we aro least certain and to those of the truth 
glne, with modern improvements, will save thirty and even every element of theory and fact. It is so popular, not to S[1Y of which we arc most certain. We apply it to states of mind 
forty per cent of the fueJ, as compared with the results above fashionable, to refer every vital action bu,,;k to tho fo'rmation which Imve nothing in common except that they cannot be 
mentioned, the rate of interest becomes correspondingly of cells, and the building up of protopbslTI, and to intinntoly justified by a chain of logical proofs. For example, you be
large, and the engine is paid for by the saving in fuel in three connect life and matter together 80 as to gradual1y RUpport lieve, perhaps, that all crows arc black, but, being unable to 
years or less, or in four to five years when fuelis mnch cheap- the doctrine of spontaneous generation , that tho pllb1ication furnish abscintoly convincing demonstl'ation of the proposi
er. 

Similar considerations apply with equal force to steam 
boilers, and to many of the details of construction of both 
engines and boilers. Any device that saves fuel saves money; 
and if it do not introduce complicated parts liable to derange
ment, it should be encouraged. 

The simple feed-water heater is a good example of this, and 
saves on the average ten per cent of the fuol. 

--------... � .. �--�----
LIEBIG ON FERMENTATION. 

Liebig has finally broken through the silence with which 
he has borne the attacks upon his theory of fermentation on 
the part of many chemists during the last ten years, and has 
come out with one of those exhaustive and convincing replies 
that recall the best days of his gre:>t intellect. 

The reticence he has observed has emboldened some of the 
younger chemists to disclose weak points in their attacks, 
while others have looked upon the dead lion as a harmless 
creature, and have incautiously come too near his claws. All 
this small game is scattered like chaff before the wind with 
trifling effort, and the whole power lind force of his argument 
is leveled at the French Academician and renowned cham pion 
of the new school, Profess(Jr Pasteur, of Paris. 

For ten years Pasteur has had it his own way, and the 
views pUblished by him have been fast gaining in popularity 
u.ntil they appeared destined to be accepted by a majority of 
scientific men everywhere. Liebig's paper is therefore a per· 
fect bombshell in the camp, and as soon as the smoke has 
cleared ur, and the fragments have been collected, we shall 
probably have about as nice a fight [1S has been witnessed 
!llllong chemists for many a day. In the meantime we pro
pose to give an analysis of what Liebig says ill defense of his 
old theory offermentation. It is difficult to make an abstract 
of so learn@d a paper, but we shall endeavor to render the 
subject intelligible to our readers. 

Pasteur announced, nine years ago, as the result of his ex
periments, that Liebig's explanation of the action of yeast on 
sugar was entirely without scientific foundation. 

According to Liebig, " a fermentable body is one which, by 
itself, or simply dissolved in water, does not undergo any de
composition, but when in contact with a putrescent body, is 
resolved into new products, or enters into fermentation. As 
fermentation is produced by the communication of mo
tion from the atoms-not the molecules-of the l'utrescent 
body, to the atoms of the fermentable one, the process re-

of Liebig's great p[1per must be looked upon as a timely pro· tlon, you say that yon believe it, not th[1t you know it. You 
test against C�e tendencies of the age. And it may scrvo as &lso believe in your own personal existence, of which, how
an intimation to younger men of science, al1:s:ious for fame, ever, yon can furnish no logical demonstration, simply be
that the old methods of research are sufIicient to furnish us cause it is an ultimate fact iu your consciousness which un· 
with satisfactory explan[1tions of the phenomena of nature derlies and precedes all demonstration. So with the axioms 
without the necessity of having recourse to the supernatural of geometry. If asked what arll 0ur grounds for believing 
or to the m[1terialist;c doctrines of the so-called protoplastic that two straight lines cannot inclose a space, we can only· 
school. reply that the counter proposition is inconceivable; that we 

'rhe first p[1rt of Liebig's paper, which is all th8"t has ap· cannot frame the conception of two straight lines inclosing 
peared, is devoted to ferment[1tion; the second port.ion is to a space; that in any attempt to do so the conception of 
be occupied with the question ofthe origin of muscularforce, straight lines disappears, and is replaced by the conception 
[t);ld will be looked forward to by physiologists with great in- of bent lines. We believe the axiom because we must be-
terest. lieve it. 

We shall not fail to inform our re[1ders of the prograss of " It is only in this latter sense in which the word belief is 
the controve:sy, if anything practical grows out of it. A employed in the canon·' of truth above stated, and when .Mr. 
passage [1t arms between such men as Liebig and P[1steur Spencer says that a given proposition is inconceivable he 
cannot fail to attract the attention of scientiJic men every- means that it is one of which the subject aud predicate can 
where, and it is not a little singular chat the great German by no amount of effort be united in consciousness. Thus 
chemist should be ranged on the side opposed to the material- that a cannon ball fired from EngJand will reach America is 
istic views so commonly attributed to his countrymen. a proposition which, though utterly incredible, is not at all 

----_00 .. _. inconceivable; but that a certain triangle is round is an in-. 
POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY. conceivable proposition, for the conceptions of roundness and 

triangularity will destroy each other sooner than be u nited 
The able exposition of the positive philosophy made by in consciousness. And manifestly we can have no deeper 

Prof. Piske in his lectures at H[1rvard will do much toward wafl'l1nt for the truth of a p;roposition than that the counter
clearing up many popular errors. As we have taken occasion 
ouce or twice to speak of those lectures in terms of commend
ation it may not be amiss t@ briefly state some of the promin· 
ent features of this system, premising at the outset that what
eve]' we can say within the limits of an article like this mnst, 
of necessity, be of the most fragmcnt[1ry and incomplete 
character. Evidently a sybtem, the exposition of which in a 
university course of lectures com pels the lecturer llimself to 
condense to the exclnsion oj much almost essential to the 
clearest conception ot his subject, c�nnot be discussed in a 
newspa per editorial. Vie shall therefore make no attempt 
at argument ()r illustration, and confine onrselves to giving, 
if possible, a glimpse of the fundamental principles upon 
which the system rests. 

The first of thes8 i8 the doctrine of the relativity of all hu
man knowledge; by which is meant that all the human mind 
can either perceive or conceive, are the relations which do or 
may exist uetween phenomena. 

Second, this system recognizes a limit to human knowledge 
and thonght, and fixes the limit between the observation of 
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propOSition IS one wInch the mind is incompetent to frame. 
Snch a st[1te of things implies that the entire intercourse of 
the mind with the environment is witness in favor of the 
proposition and against its negation." 

'rhe reader must not, however, be led to suppose that with 
the disciples of this any more than in any other system of 
philosopby perfect agreement exists. So long as human 
minds differ in character, so long there must be differences 
in opinion, but the fundamental doctrine of the rel[1tivity 
of hum[1n knowledge is the foundation of the system, and 
is now very widely accepted by tll" best thinkers. 

---------4.�.�---------

A MILE A MIN111'E. 

C. P. L. writes from :Minnesota, asking " A�tl'ral11'trad loco 
motives, with six and one half feet ,1.¢lvjClrS, capable of ex
h austing fast enough to allow thew 5Q,JrUll at the rate of one· 
mile in a minute? " 

This question opens a� hri\el'e;,;i:.ing and somewhat disputed. 
sllhject. Locomotl't<tH with ,,,[vel's smal1cl' thal!l those lli<ali}-
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